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ABSTRACT

Despite quantitative increases and qualitative advances in pharmacogenomics (PGx) 
research, the clinical implementation of PGx-based personalized therapy has still been 
limited. The objective of this study was to assess physicians' self-reported knowledge of PGx-
based personalized therapy, and to explore the most problematic and highest priority barriers 
preventing physicians from applying PGx into clinical practice under the Korean healthcare 
system. A 36-question survey was distributed to 53 physicians with various specialties in 
Korea. In the physicians' self-perceived knowledge, twenty-eight physicians (53%) reported a 
lack sufficient knowledge about PGx. The perceived largest barrier to clinical implementation 
of PGx was the high cost of PGx testing, followed by a lack of PGx education for healthcare 
providers or lack of clinical PGx experts. Physicians without clinical PGx experience or with 
indirect experience reported that the largest barrier to clinical implementation of PGx was 
the high cost of PGx testing, while physicians with clinical PGx experience pointed out that 
a lack of patients' education was the major concern, followed by a lack of PGx education 
for healthcare providers or lack of clinical PGx experts. The highest priority problem was 
reported to be a lack of actionable guidelines for drug selection and dosing using PGx. In 
conclusion, we should increase and expand extensive educational programs for healthcare 
providers and patients, and to develop and establish a clinical decision support systems for 
PGx-based personalized therapy in Korea.
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INTRODUCTION

Adverse drug reactions (ADRs) and treatment failures have long been considered as 
major problems of pharmacotherapeutics. About 20–95% of these variabilities of drug 
response have been accounted for by pharmacogenomics although various values has 
been reported according to different drugs [1]. Pharmacogenomics (PGx) allows us to 
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understand the relationship between genetic variation and drug response, and to optimize 
specific medications, drug regimens, and drug dosages for an individual patient, leading to 
personalized pharmacotherapy in healthcare [2].

Over the past decade, with the completion of the reference human genome sequence, rapid 
advances in high throughput genomics technologies such as microarray and next generation 
sequencing (NGS) have significantly declined the cost of gene analysis, almost a 10,000-fold 
reduction compared with the cost of sequencing a human genome in 2004 [3], causing an 
exponential increase in PGx research [4]. Despite the quantitative increase and qualitative 
advances in the field of PGx research, its clinical implementation of PGx-based personalized 
therapy has remained limited [5].

In other countries including the United States (US) and Netherlands, surveys of doctors, 
pharmacists, and patients, etc. have examined the barriers to clinical implementation of 
PGx [5-8]. Most surveys revealed that biggest barriers were a lack of evidence for clinical 
effectiveness, a lack of actionable guidelines for the clinical implementation of PGx, and the 
high cost and reimbursement of the PGx test. Based on these results, many efforts are being 
made to overcome the problems with gradual success. For example, relevant government 
agencies such as the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and the European Medicines 
Agency (EMA), etc., encourage the insertion of PGx information into drug labels, as a result, 
PGx information in drug label is increasing [9,10]. At present, 321 drugs have been approved 
by the US FDA and 134 drugs by EMA (accessed 15 January 2020) [9,10]. And actionable 
guidelines for PGx-based pharmacotherapy provided by PGx expert group such as Clinical 
Pharmacogenetics Implementation Consortium (CPIC) are increasing and providing the 
information on when to order PGx test and how to act in clinical practice [11]. Furthermore, 
the insurance coverage rate for PGx tests is also increasing although the insurance coverage 
and payments of the PGx tests varies by country and insurance provider [12].

Since 2017, the health insurance coverage for PGx testing has been gradually increasing in 
Korea, and now major genes for drug metabolism and pharmacokinetics (DMPK) including 
Cytochrome P450 (CYP) 2C9, CYP2C19, CYP2D6 and thiopurine methyltransferase etc. are 
covered by insurance [13,14]. However, clinical implementation of PGx-based personalized 
therapy is still very limited in Korea except for use in oncology area.

Despite this situation, the surveys on the barriers to clinical implementation of PGx-based 
personalized therapy have not been conducted in Korea. Because the healthcare system and 
insurance policy of Korea are different from those in the other countries such as United 
States and Europe, the most problematic and priority barriers to clinical uptake of PGx 
in Korea can be different from previous reports in other countries, and these surveys are 
virtually important. Among survey subjects including government, physicians, pharmacists 
and patients, survey of physicians seemed to be more urgent in Korea because PGx tests must 
be ordered by physicians and it must be preceded in Korea,

The objective of this study was to assess physicians’ self-reported knowledge of PGx-based 
personalized therapy, and to explore the most problematic and highest priority barriers preventing 
physicians from applying PGx into clinic practice under the Korean healthcare system.
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METHODS

This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of Inje University Busan Paik 
Hospital (IRB approval number: 18-0217) before subjects were recruited.

The survey questionnaire was developed by adapting several tools reported in the literature [5-8] 
and translating the questions into the Korean language. When a draft of the questionnaire 
was ready, it was sent to several PGx experts and physicians in order to identify confusing 
questions or ambiguous terms. And then the questionnaire was revised based on their 
comments. The survey was comprised of four major parts, totaling 36 questions as follows; 
knowledge of terminology, clinical experience of PGx, barriers in clinical implementation 
of PGx-based personalized therapy, and demographic information. In order to decrease bias 
from sampling errors, more than ten physicians were carefully recruited into each of following 
group: physician with vs. without clinical experience of PGx; physician working in tertiary 
hospital vs. others; residents vs. specialists; surgeon vs. internal medicines.

The Korean hospital was classified as follows: clinics (up to 29 beds), small hospitals (30–100 
beds), general hospitals (more than 100 beds), and tertiary hospitals, the requirements for 
whose qualifications are stated by Korean law [15]. General hospitals are hospitals equipped 
with more than 100 beds and several specialty departments as designated by law, and tertiary 
hospitals are large-sized university hospitals equipped with a full complement of services and 
departments, typically housing the most experienced and widest range of specialist doctors, 
which were selected by the government.

Physicians were classified as ‘with experience,’ ‘with indirect experience’ or ‘without 
experience’ of PGx testing. If the physicians had no experience conducting PGx research or 
clinically implementing PGx, but had observed or heard others’ works, they were defined as 
indirectly experienced.

Firstly, physicians were asked to rate their understanding based on a five-point scale of 1 = 
expert (I fully understand everything related to the terminology including legal issues), 2 = 
very knowledgeable (I understand the terminology including its utilization in clinical practice 
although limited), 3 = knowledgeable (I understand only the meaning of the terminology), 
4 = little knowledgeable (I have heard the terminology, but I do not understand it), 5 = not 
knowledgeable (I have never heard of the terminology).

In this study, the primary endpoint was the most severe and highest priority barriers 
preventing physicians from applying PGx to clinical therapeutics. In order to explore the 
most serious problem, physicians' perception of the severity of barriers were assessed using 
visual analog scale from 0 to 5: Physicians were requested to rank the barriers to clinical 
implementation of PGx from first priority to third.

The paper-based survey was distributed to the 53 physicians and returned from November 
2018 to January 2019 using physicians' societies and PGx research network in Korea. This 
survey was voluntary and participants were informed about anonymity and the potential use 
of the results for publication. Participants were invited directly via email or face to face.

Data were presented as count (percentage) for categorical variables and by mean ± standard 
deviation for continuous variables. Physicians' perceptions of problems associated with 
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clinical implementation of PGs were compared among groups with different experiences 
of PGx using the Kruskal-Wallis test for the most problematic problem and Fisher's exact 
test for the highest priority problem. The value of p < 0.05 was considered to be statistically 
significant. All statistical analyses were conducted using SAS version 9.4 (SAS Institute Inc., 
Cary, NC, USA).

RESULTS

Characteristics of survey respondents
A total 53 physicians participated in the present study and all completed the survey without 
incomplete response. Their basic characteristics of participants are represented in Table 1. Of 
these, 37 (69.8%) were working at tertiary hospitals, and 13 (24.5%) were working at general 
hospital. There were no physician working at small-size hospitals or long-term hospitals 
among the respondents. The most common specialty of the respondents was psychiatry 
(26.4%), followed by thoracic surgery (24.5%), then internal medicine (20.8%). The 
specialists with more than 10 years' experiences were the largest group (43.4%).

Self-reported level of knowledge
We explored physicians' perceptions and level of knowledge on the topics of ‘Personalized 
therapy/Precision medicine,’ ‘PGx,’ ‘The drug-gene pairs known to be valid,’ and ‘NGS’ (Fig. 1).
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Table 1. Characteristics of physicians participating in this survey (n = 53)
Characteristics Values
Gender

Male 38 (72)
Female 15 (28)

Specialty
Anesthesiology 1 (1.9)
Family medicine 3 (5.7)
General surgery 2 (3.8)
Internal medicine* 11 (20.8)
Neurology 1 (1.9)
Ophthalmology 2 (3.8)
Pathology 1 (1.9)
Pediatrics 5 (9.4)
Psychiatry 14 (26.4)
Thoracic surgery 13 (24.5)

Year of specialty
Resident 13 (24.5)
Specialist (< 3 yr) 4 (7.6)
Specialist (3–5 yr) 3 (5.7)
Specialist (6–9 yr) 10 (18.9)
Specialist (≥ 10 yr) 23 (43.4)

Hospital classifications†

Tertiary hospital 37 (69.8)
General hospital 13 (24.5)
Small hospital 0 (0.0)
Clinics 3 (5.7)

Data are presented as number (%).
*Internal medicine (n = 11) includes cardiology (n = 1), nephrology (n = 1), gastroenterology (n = 3), pulmonology 
(n = 4), allergy and clinical immunology (n = 1), rheumatology (n = 1); †The Korean hospital was classified as 
follows: clinics (up to 29 beds), small hospitals (30–100 beds), general hospitals (more than 100 beds), and 
tertiary hospitals. General hospitals are hospitals equipped with more than 100 beds and several specialty 
departments as designated by law, and tertiary hospitals are large-sized university hospitals equipped with a full 
complement of services and departments, typically housing the most experienced and widest range of specialist 
doctors, which were selected by the government.



The results showed the majority of the physicians considered themselves as very 
knowledgeable (30%) or knowledgeable (12%) about the personalized therapy/
precision medicine. Surprisingly, 9 physicians (17%) considered themselves to have little 
knowledgeable or not knowledgeable about PGx and 19 participants (36%) understood only 
the meaning of PGx.

Although there was no statistically significant relationship between baseline characteristics 
including level of specialty and self-perceived knowledge, residents reported a better 
understanding of all terminologies than specialist with more than 10 years experiences (P = 
0.073) due to their more recent education from medical college. Not surprisingly, physician 
with PGx experience understood the terminologies better than those without PGx experience 
(P = 0.001) (data not shown).

Of the total 53 respondents, 35 physicians (66.0%) indicated that they had experience with 
PGx tests in clinical practice. Among them, 19 physicians had direct PGx experience. Of 
those 19, 13 physicians reported that PGx testing helped their patient's care and influenced 
the decision of drug selection or dosing. But no one said it had no effect.

All physicians were asked if PGx could allow personalized therapy (i.e. reduce ADRs and 
therapeutic, failure and maximize drug efficacy) (Fig. 2). Almost respondents (75%) believed 
that PGx could allow personalized therapy; and the remaining respondents (25%) were 
neutral, no respondents believed that it could not.

Physicians' perception of the barriers to incorporating PGx into clinical 
practice
According to the physicians' perceived severity of each barriers (visual scale from 0 to 5), the 
largest barrier to clinical implementation of PGx was the high cost of PGx testing (severity: 
3.7 ± 1.0), followed by a lack of PGx education for healthcare providers or a lack of clinical 
PGx experts (3.6 ± 1.1) as shown in Table 2. Interestingly, the physicians without clinical 
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Figure 1. Self-reported knowledge of physicians in response to our survey. Physicians were asked to rate their 
understanding on a five-point scale, from no knowledge (I have never heard of the terminology) to expert 
knowledge (I fully understand everything related to the terminology including legal issues), on the topics of 
personalized therapy/precision medicine; pharmacogenomics; known valid drug-gene pairs; NGS. 
NGS, next generation sequencing.



PGx experience or with indirect experience perceived that the largest barrier was the high 
cost of PGx testing, while physicians with clinical PGx experience perceived that the largest 
barrier was a lack of patients' education about PGx, followed by a lack of PGx education for 
healthcare providers or lack of clinical PGx experts.

As shown in Table 3, respondents were directed to rank the problem in order from first 
priority to third. Interestingly, all ranking from first to third were a lack of actionable 
guidelines for drug selection and dosing.
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Figure 2. Physicians views on the benefits of PGx testing; PGx testing could reduce adverse drug reactions and 
therapeutic, failure and maximize drug efficacy (n = 53). 
PGx, pharmacogenomics.

Table 2. Physicians' perceived severity of each barriers preventing them from applying PGx to clinical therapeutics using visual analog scale from 0 to 5
Contents Total  

(n = 53)
Clinical experience with PGx testing

Without experience 
(n = 19)

Indirect experience 
(n = 16)

With experience  
(n = 18)

Difficulties in accessing PGx testing in the workplace 3.2 ± 1.5 2.9 ± 1.7 3.4 ± 1.2 3.4 ± 1.6
High cost of PGx testing 3.7 ± 1.0 3.9 ± 1.1 3.8 ± 0.8 3.4 ± 1.1
Long turnaround time for PGx testing 3.2 ± 1.2 3.6 ± 1.3 3.2 ± 1.0 2.9 ± 1.2
Difficulty in interpreting genotyping results 2.9 ± 1.3 3.5 ± 1.0 2.6 ± 1.2 2.6 ± 1.5
Lack of evidence of the clinical utility of PGx 2.6 ± 1.2 2.8 ± 1.2 2.8 ± 1.0 2.1 ± 1.3
Lack of actionable guidelines for drug selection and dosing 3.2 ± 1.1 3.2 ± 1.2 3.5 ± 0.7 3.0 ± 1.3
No automated decision support system for prescription 3.1 ± 1.3 3.1 ± 1.6 2.9 ± 1.2 3.3 ± 1.1
Lack of PGx education for healthcare providers or lack of clinical PGx experts 3.6 ± 1.1 3.7 ± 1.3 3.5 ± 0.9 3.8 ± 1.1
Lack of patient's education 3.3 ± 1.3 3.2 ± 1.5 2.7 ± 1.2 3.9 ± 0.7
PGx, pharmacogenomics.

Table 3. Physicians' perception of the most priority problems related to the clinical implementation of PGx based 
personalized therapy (n = 53)
Contents Ranking

1st 2nd 3rd
Difficulties in accessing PGx testing in the workplace 9 (17.0) 4 (7.6) 4 (7.6)
High cost of PGx testing 10 (18.9) 7 (13.2) 6 (11.3)
Long turnaround time for PGx testing 2 (3.8) 7 (13.2) 5 (9.4)
Difficulty in interpreting genotyping results 1 (1.9) 4 (7.6) 1 (1.9)
Lack of evidence of the clinical utility of PGx 5 (9.4) 7 (13.2) 8 (15.1)
Lack of actionable guidelines for drug selection and dosing 12 (22.6) 10 (18.9) 11 (20.8)
No automated decision support system for prescription 1 (1.9) 6 (11.3) 7 (13.2)
Lack of PGx education for healthcare providers or lack of clinical PGx experts 7 (13.2) 8 (15.1) 6 (11.3)
Lack of patient's education 6 (11.3) 0 (0) 5 (9.4)
PGx, pharmacogenomics.



DISCUSSION

This is the first survey to assess physicians' self-reported knowledge of PGx-based 
personalized therapy, and to explore what physicians' perceived to be the most problematic 
and highest priority barriers to the clinical implementation of PGx under the Korea health 
system. We demonstrated that the most problematic barrier was perceived to be the high cost 
of PGx testing, which was consistent with previous study [5].

While the health insurance under Korea HIRA has covered most known valid PGx genes 
including DMPK since early 2017 [13], 70% of this survey respondents reported little or no 
knowledge about insurance coverage for PGx tests (data not shown). This indicates that the 
insurance system for offsetting the cost of PGx testing is not well known to physicians. It is 
supporting that there is an urgent priority to educate physicians about which PGx tests are 
covered by HIRA insurance system as well as PGx itself.

There have been no report to compare the physicians' perceived barriers to clinical 
implementation of PGx between the physicians with and without clinical PGx experience. In 
this study, we found that the two groups (the physicians with and without PGx experience) 
perceived the barriers to clinical implementation of PGx was different: Physicians with 
PGx experience perceived the largest barrier to be a lack of patient education, followed 
by lack of healthcare providers' PGx education, or a lack of clinical PGx experts; but the 
physicians without clinical PGx experience or with indirect experience perceived that the 
largest barrier to be the high cost of PGx testing. Cancer patients who are at high risk for 
serious ADR and treatment failure leading to death have been willing to try new therapy and 
pleased to personalized therapy. In reality, they have been likely to more benefit from PGx-
based personalized therapy [16]. These seems to cause significant differences in patients' 
attitude towards PGx between anti-cancer drugs and other drugs. Physicians with clinical 
PGx experience in this study indicated that it was difficult and time consuming to educate 
and persuade patients to incorporate PGx into clinical practice except oncology. They also 
reported that it was very difficult to keep up with rapidly changing PGx issues related to 
legal matters, insurance coverages and clinical utilization, etc. And thus, they indicated 
that clinical PGx experts and continuous education for health care providers are necessary. 
Responses of physicians without clinical PGx experience seemed to be caused by little 
knowledge about PGx including decreased cost and insurance coverage of PGx tests. It is also 
supporting that it is very important and necessary to educate and re-educate physicians about 
PGx-based personalized therapy.

These days, several educational program can be used through offline meetings such as PGx 
symposium and workshop, online resource such as PharmGKB, education from direct-to 
provider and point-of-care education (education embedded in clinical decision support 
system [CDSS] alerts, inbox messaging and result reports) if possible. Rohrer Vitek et al. 
[17] evaluated the PGx education methodologies and reported the general consensus that 
regardless of the type and number of educational strategies, initial training was inadequate 
and they required ongoing education.

Knowledge about pharmacology as well as PGx itself is needed to apply PGx to clinics. 
And thus it is expected that clinical pharmacologists play an important role in educating 
physicians and patients about clinical pharmacogenomics. In addition, as clinical 
pharmacogenomics experts, clinical pharmacologist can provide clinical PGx consultations 
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to support patient care. It may result in more efficient and effective PGx implementation 
along with more effective CDSS alerts.

Our results indicated that the most urgent problem as perceived by physicians, was a lack of 
actionable guidelines for drug selection and dosing. After PGx testing, physicians don’t know 
how to act with many drugs in clinical practice. And thus the development of standardized 
actionable guidelines for PGx-based personalized therapy should be a high priority. These 
days, PGx expert groups such as CPIC, are actively publishing PGx guidelines although the 
number of guidelines is still limited [11]. As clinical pharmacogenomic experts, clinical 
pharmacologists should actively participate in the PGx expert working group and make an 
effort to develop PGx guidelines.

In the physicians' self-reported knowledge, more than half of respondents (53%) reported 
that they lack knowledge about PGx. This result is consistent with Selkirk et al.’s finding 
[6]. Of note, our survey found that residents self-reported a better understanding of the 
terminologies related to PGx compared to specialists with more than 10 years' experience, 
without statistical significance due to small sample size. This finding can be attributed 
to recent inclusion of PGx into undergraduate medical curriculum. But Selkirk et al. [6] 
reported that there was no difference in perceived knowledge based on graduation date. They 
assessed ages as a continuous variables while in this current study we focused on recently 
educated group of residents and handled the years of experience as a categorical variables. 
It may account for the discrepancy between two surveys. Other studies have reported that 
knowledge is based on experience [18,19]. Unsurprisingly, our survey also found that 
physicians with PGx experience self-reported a better understating of PGx issues compared 
to those without PGx experience.

A large systematic review reported that the most common obstacle preventing genomic 
medicine from entering into clinical practice was a lack of sufficient knowledge [20]. 
Genomic medicine is a relatively broader concept compared to PGx, which is the field of 
study that looks into genes (our DNA) and their interaction with our health. Similar to 
PGx, the main problems of clinical application seem to be evolving from a lack of evidence, 
to a lack of clinical guidelines, to a lack of health insurance coverage. In addition, as the 
number of studies on the implementation of PGx has increased recently, different solutions 
for overcoming the obstacles have been emphasized dependent on their healthcare system 
including PGx [21]. In this survey, the need for education and training of clinical PGx experts 
was increasing. Based on the current survey, we should strengthen our efforts to increase the 
extensive PGx educational programs for healthcare providers and patients, and to develop 
and establish CDSS for PGx-based personalized therapy in Korea.
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